Welcome Address
Vasilis Zomenos - CYPSEC Director

Your Honorable representative of the Minister of Defence of the Republic of Cyprus, Your Excellency
Ambassador of Bulgaria, Your Excellency Deputy Ambassador of Israel, Your Honorable member of the
Committee on Defence Affairs of the House of Representatives of the Republic of Cyprus, Honorable President
of the Occupied Municipalities of Cyprus & Mayor of Kythrea, Honorable Chief of the National Guard of
Cyprus, Honorable representative of the Chief of the Hellenic National Defence General Staff, dear Executives,
Officers, ladies & gentlemen.
I would like to welcome and thank you all for your participation at the 2nd anniversary CYPSEC 2021, Cyprus
Defence & Homeland Security Int'l conference.
It is Cyprus' turn, following the Int'l Defence Exhibition of Athens, DEFEA 2021 and in view of the Israel-ISDEF
2021 & Egypt-EDEX 2021 exhibitions, to be included in this round of Defence Industry events here in the
Eastern Mediterranean. We welcome the int'l Defence & Homeland Security industry looking for new
technological possibilities & solutions, along with the emergence of Cypriot companies (R&D, Technology,
EDIDP, EU H2020 programs, etc.) already active in the field and strengthening their links and efforts within the
int'l market.
To sum up, CYPSEC 2021 creates a new and fertile environment for the Defence & Homeland Security industry
in Cyprus.
Furthermore, I would like to express my gratitude to the SENIOR Sponsors:
BELL Helicopters, RAFAEL Advanced Defence Systems, DAMEN, KERSHIP to SPONSORS: MALLOC, EIGHT
BELLS, ADDITESS, The Defence & Security Research Institute of the University of Nicosia and MAROM
DOLPHIN as well as the SPECIAL ATTENDANCE Sponsors: Powder Technology Lab of the University of Cyprus
and STRATEGY INT'L for their valuable support in the preservation of this event.
Once again, welcome to CYPSEC 2021 and I hope it will be a productive and beneficial Conference for
everyone. I call on behalf of the Minister of Defence of the Republic of Cyprus, the Permanent Secretary
Andreas Louka, for the official opening of the Conference.

Opening Address
On behalf of the Minister of Defence, Republic of Cyprus,
Charalambos Petrides

Andreas Louka
Permanent Secretary
Due to other important obligations of the Minister, I will read on his behalf, the Opening Address to this
Conference.
Dear Deputy Minister of Research, Innovation and Digital Policy,
Representatives of the Cyprus Parliament,
Chief of Staff of National Guard,
Ambassadors,
Defence Attaché,
Distinguished Guests,
Allow me first to congratulate the organizers for making this year’s event possible. I am truly honored to
participate at such a high-level, distinguished and enriching gathering which addresses key pertinent global
and regional issues.
It is undeniable that our region is an area of political instability, military conflicts and hegemonic aspirations.
The instability in Syria and Libya, the political and economic situation in Lebanon aggravated by the deadly
Beirut port explosion, the flows of irregular migrants and the threat of terrorism remain major security
challenges. Furthermore, the discovery of vast quantities of natural gas and oil in the Eastern Mediterranean,
has added to the geopolitical and geo-economic importance of the region, but has also increased the rhetoric
of conflict, by Turkey.
Turkey who acts as the sole regional spoiler, renews and intensifies geopolitical friction and rhetoric of
aggression. Particularly, last years, our country had to endure hybrid warfare actions from numerous illegal
surveys well within our EEZ, actions aimed to disrupt our energy exploration programme and continuous
violations of our national airspace just to name a few.
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The Republic of Cyprus, approaches this situation in close collaboration with regional partners, implementing
various cooperation mechanisms. The common denominator for the countries that participate in these
partnerships is the understanding that these arrangements serve as a model of regional dialogue, contributing
to the consolidation of peace, stability and prosperity.
Particularly, Cyprus, has promoted bilateral, trilateral and quadrilateral cooperation mechanisms with key
players in the region such as Greece, Israel, Egypt, France, Italy, Jordan, and Lebanon and now we are in the
process of establishing similar cooperation mechanisms with a number of Gulf countries.
The Ministry of Defence, is responsible for putting into effect this Government Policy especially regarding the
security and territorial integrity of Cyprus. In this framework, the Ministry of Defence delivers two outputs :
Defence Policy and Military Capability, which aim at strengthening the country’s overall security.
Our defence policy is to enhance our bilateral defence and military cooperation with key EU member states,
the regional partners, building close military to military ties, forging close staff to staff contacts and enhancing
our interoperability through exercises.
In this context we have established Trilateral Defence Ministers Summits and trilateral annual defence and
military cooperation programmes which boosts our interoperability. For example, we conduct large scale
exercises with the participation of Greece and Egypt, France, UAE while we aspire that in the next year, we will
have new defence formations created between Cyprus and other partners.
While maintaining strong military relationships in our Region, the MoD is also developing internal military
capabilities and allocate the country’ s economic resources with a targeted and reasonable way keeping the
balance between the sense of security and social welfare. Our priorities are power multiplier solutions
regarding High technology-long distance weapons.
MoD put forward the implementation of new structures and processes inside MoD, by upgrading the Research
and Innovation Sector, which has been entitled all research and innovation responsibilities, at national,
European and bilateral cooperation levels with other countries.
By Developing Local defence technological and industrial capabilities we envision to respond to our security
challenges, as well as to foster a competitive, innovative and efficient Local Research and Innovation
Ecosystem in Dual Use Technologies. Toward this effort, we support Cypriot entities in receiving EU funding
from Research and Development funds, especially from the European Defense Fund.
Today we can all be proud of the fact that 8 Cypriot entities participate in European Defence Industrial
Program while for first time our Ministry with the collaboration of Research and Innovation Foundation
facilitated to receive a 3 million fund from the EU Recovery Program to finance new R&D projects for Dual Use
technologies. Furthermore, allocating governmental resources R&D Defence actions are also promoted.
Dear friends, distinguished guests, while working to enhance our defence capabilities, we strongly believe that
peace is the best option for our region.
Our hope is that all countries of the region will seize this opportunity to engage in peace making, respect of
international law, respect for the territorial integrity, sovereignty and sovereign rights of their neighbours to
create an umbrella of security in our region.
I will end my remarks on this note, hoping that I have given enough food for thought to stir your Conference
discussion.
Thank you for your attention.
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Andreas Louka
Permanent Secretary
Ministry of Defence, Republic of Cyprus

He was born in 1959 in Palaichori in Nicosia District and is a graduate of the Pancyprian Gymnasium. He holds
a B.Sc. Degree in Business Administration from the University of New Haven in the USA and a Master's Degree
in Public Sector Management from Cyprus International Institute of Management.
From 15 September 2020, Mr. Louka holds the post of Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of Defence.
Prior to his appointment as Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of Defence, Mr. Louka was appointed
Permanent Secretary of the Shipping Deputy Ministry, for the period 1 September 2020 to 14 September,
2020.
In October 2019, Mr. Louka was appointed Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of Agriculture, Rural
Development and Environment. In April 2019, he was appointed by the Council of Ministers at the post of
Deputy Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of Agriculture, Rural Development and Environment.
Prior to his appointment as Permanent Secretary, from 2015 to 2019 he served in the Ministry of Interior as
Director of the Service for the Care and Rehabilitation of Displaced Persons. He also served as Deputy District
Officer of Kyrenia District Administration as well as Chief Administrative Officer.
In April 2013 to February 2015, Mr. Louka was appointed by the Council of Ministers at the post of Acting
Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of Justice and Public Order. From 2005 to 2013, he also served as Chief
Administrative Officer in the Ministry of Justice and Public Order.
From 1998 to 2005, he served as Director of Pafos Airport and as Senior Officer of Air Operations at the
Department of Civil Aviation. He also served in the Public Administration and Personnel Department as
Administrative Officer, from 1988 to 1998, and as Assistant Taxation Officer at the Inland Revenue Department
from 1987 to 1988.
Mr. Louka was a member of the Executive Committee of the Pancyprian Public Sector Union (PASYDY) and the
Vice President of Nicosia’s district PASYDY. He is the Vice President of the Cyprus-American Association. He is
also Member of the Cyprus Human Resource Management Association, the American University Alumni
Association, the AHEPA and also founding member and the first President of the Hellenic Cultural Club of the
University of New Haven in the USA. Mr. Louka has been honored with distinctions and awards for both his
academic and professional performance.
He is married to Maria Stylianou and they have three children.

Gen Konstantinos Floros
Chief, Hellenic National Defence General Staff

General Konstantinos Floros has been appointed Chief of the Hellenic National Defence General Staff (HNDS)
since the 17th of January 2020. He was born in Chalkis (Evia island), Greece, on the 24th June 1961. He joined
the Hellenic Military Academy in 1979 and graduated in 1983 as an Infantry Lieutenant.
After the completion of his training as an Infantry Officer, he was appointed Platoon Leader in the Hellenic
Army NCO Military Academy and after that Company Commander in an Infantry Battalion, in Samos Island. In
1986 he was selected to join the Hellenic Special Forces (SF) and he graduated from all Special Forces (SF)
courses in Greece, including the Hellenic Navy Underwater Demolition Team (UDT) Course. In 1992 he
attended the U.S. Special Forces Qualification Course, in Fort Bragg North Carolina (N.C). Until 1994, he was
assigned in the 575 Marines Battalion, 3d Special Amphibious Battalion and 2nd Para Battalion, serving as
Company Commander, Support Company Commander and Operations Officer. In 1994 he was assigned in 505
Marines Battalion, concluding his tour of duty in 1997 as Battalion Commander. Then he was transferred to the
Hellenic Army Special Operations Directorate, as Staff Officer (Intelligence). In 1999 he attended the War
College in Thessaloniki (Greece). The following year he was assigned as Intelligence Officer of the 13th Special
Operations Command. In 2003 he was appointed to the Special Forces Directorate/J3//Hellenic Army General
Staff and in 2004 he was appointed Z’ Special Amphibious Battalion Commander. In 2005 he was appointed to
SHAPE Belgium as Staff Officer of GRC National Military Representative and upon returning to Greece in 2008
he was selected to attend the Hellenic National Defence College. After that, in 2009 he was assigned at the
Hellenic National Defense General Staff / SOF Directorate as the Chief Special Operations Section (Special Ops
Plans). In 2011, he was appointed Chief of Staff (COS) of XVI Mechanized Division (Infantry) and in 2012 he was
promoted to the rank of Brigadier General and assigned Commander of the 13th Special Operations
Command. In March 2014 he was appointed to the Hellenic Army General Staff (HAGS) as Director of Land
Operations, and in March 2015 he was promoted to Major General and appointed as Operations Branch Chief
of the Hellenic National Defence General Staff (HNDGS).
Upon consecutive decisions of the Governmental Council for Foreign Affairs and Defence, he was appointed
Chief of Staff of the Hellenic National Defence General Staff in January 2017, promoted to Lieutenant General
and appointed Deputy Chief of the Hellenic National Defence General Staff in March 2017, and Commander of
the 1st Hellenic Army/EL EU-OHQ in January 2019.
In January 2020 he was promoted to General and upon decision of the Governmental Council for Foreign
Affairs and Defence, he was appointed Chief of the Hellenic National Defence General Staff (HNDS).
General Floros is fluent in English and he holds a Master of Arts in International Relations and Strategic Studies
and a Tittle of Studies in Strategic Analysis and Crisis Management. He holds all Greek decorations of his rank
and the NATO Medal for Peace Support Operations. On May 2021 General Konstantinos Floros had been
awarded by the CHOD of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia with the King Abdulaziz Badge of Honor of the Excellent
Class, by the order of King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud.
He is married with Anna-Maria Tsikrikoni, BSc holder in economics. He has two daughters.

Welcome Address
On behalf of the
Chief Hellenic National Defence General Staff,
Gen Konstantinos Floros
Cdr (HN) Nikolaos Myriounis

Honorable Permanent Secretary of the Ministry of Defense of the Republic of Cyprus
Chief of the General Staff of the National Guard of the Republic of Cyprus
Honorable Ambassadors, Ladies and Genltemen.
It is with great pleasure that I welcome the 2nd International Conference and Exhibition of Defence and
Internal Security of Cyprus that starts today in Nicosia.
I would first of all like to thank the organizers for inviting me to welcome the work of this Conference, which
will be a first-class opportunity to present the possibilities offered by cutting-edge technology in the fields of
defense and security.
The organization of such events is obviously very important, as they highlight in the best way the capabilities
of defense industry, while offering the opportunity of networking and informing each other on modern
developments and exchanging know-how on cutting-edge technologies.
This is of course largely true for a country like Cyprus, which like Greece has the particularity of being in a
sensitive geographical neighbourhood, facing challenges manifested through the questioning of both its
sovereignty and its sovereign rights, as they derive from International Law and treaties.
It is also true that the defence sector is directly linked, among other things, to the functioning of the defence
industry. Therefore and for the successful accomplishment of the armed forces mission, it is absolutely
necessary to maintain a domestic base of defence technology and industry, which will be able to support both
the needs in armaments and the entire range of their logistics, in order to ensure their operational adequacy
and autonomy during peace, crisis and war.
Regarding the exhibits that will be visited in the Exhibition, it is more than certain that they will strengthen our
perception of the ways of maintaining and strengthening our defensive and deterrent capability, the
superiority at the informational level, as well as in the context of acquiring situational awareness. And I would
like to stress here that this is the reason why cutting-edge technology is a force multiplier and an absolute
must.
Therefore, it is particularly important to develop synergies between the actors of defence technology and
industry with the academic community, but also with the competent state bodies. Good cooperation between
them in the fields of research and development can yield impressive results and efficient solutions for military
use. And this Conference combined with the defence exhibition serves precisely this purpose.
Concluding with these thoughts, I would like to congratulate the organizers of the Conference and the
Exhibition for their truly commendable initiative. I am absolutely sure that through the presentations of the
distinguished speakers and the discussions that will frame them, in combination with the defensive material
that your visitors will have the opportunity to admire, useful conclusions will be drawn on issues of defence
and security.
Thank you.
General Konstantinos Floros

Keynote Address of the 1st DAY
Lt Gen Dimokritos Zervakis
Chief of the National Guard, Republic of Cyprus

Honourable Minister of Defence,
Ladies and gentlemen,
I am happy to be here today, at the HILTON hotel complex, for the commencement of the Conference "CYPSEC
2021" Cyprus Defence and Homeland Security, organized by the company ZOMIDEA with the assistance of
distinguished sponsors.
Starting my presentation, I feel appropriate to welcome all those who travelled to our beautiful island for the
purpose of this Conference. I would also like to thank the organizing Committee and its contributors for
inviting me to share with you some of my thoughts.
The General Staff of the National Guard participates in this activity which, let me admit, seems to present an
interesting goal with dual characteristics. On the one hand, it attempts to demonstrate technologically
advanced solutions to challenges related to Defence and Security issues, and on the other, it intends to
strengthen the effort of domestic companies to integrate dynamically into the international ecosystem of the
defence industry.
Dear Attendees,
The National Guard is currently working hard, tirelessly and consistently, to consolidate peace, security and
stability, always guided by the principles of international law and good neighbourly relations. It works for the
security of a State geo-strategically located in a neighbourhood of the planet that could be easily characterized
as volatile, thus fragile and full of security challenges.
Competitive co-existence is possible. But in any case we cannot be passive: Keeping the peace requires active
effort, cutting-edge technology, innovative thinking, resilience, planning, spending resources and sacrifices to
emphasize our credibility and will, in order to safeguard our interests.
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But this demanding job of security, does not distract us from the future. That is why, with the good
cooperation of all internal entities, a number of initiatives/ participations have been planned and will continue
to be planned, which ultimately aim to create the circumstances for the development of initiatives, pointing at
the increase of our deterrent and defence power.
At this Conference, the National Guard will seek ideas that attempt to answer one of the key questions that
eagerly occupies every modern Army. And this can be summed up in a phrase “Threat. “What are we willing to
do in order to remain operationally effective and resilient to it?”.
But, please allow me to be more specific.
National Guard can respond effectively to the threat, constantly moving forward in a strategic direction, being
adaptable to the rapidly evolving military environment and taking advantage of the emerging contacts
between the private and public sectors, universities and research institutions.
At the same time, however, we must be characterized by Durability. Our environment of action, differs from
that of the Public Administration’s sector. Systems operating in peacetime can become dysfunctional where
peace is at stake. It is necessary therefore, to identify the characteristics that will allow them to be durable,
and function smoothly, in the difficult environment of emerging crises.
Technologies such as Artificial Intelligence, Unmanned Air Systems, Laser Applications and various types of
interceptors - are now pervasive in the defense sector and deliver Efficiency and Durability: Autonomous
Systems, Cyber Defense, Laser Weapons and Decision Support Systems, have now become a reality in the
military environment.
But what ultimately remains clear is the inflexible obligation to maintain the possibility of effective defensive
action in all Fields. And this presupposes the effective utilization of any kind of Technology, which eventually
can provide us with a competitive advantage. In fact, Technology attracts different talents, brings out skills and
really contributes to a level, where data knowledge skills will be considered as basic as the handling of various
weapons, thus allowing a multi-level and flexible flow of talent between Defence. Industry and Academic
Community.
In conclusion, Threats will not be reduced. In fact, security prospects are more dangerous than ever. In
Defence, the Strongest and Most Adaptable in the Operational Fields will prevail. Undoubtedly, the
maintenance of these characteristics by a modern army, is a demanding and daring mission, the success of
which will be facilitated by the proper utilization of dynamic power multipliers. One of them is the use of state
of the art technology in the Defense Sector, which, although it requires a lot of resources, at the same time it
strengthens our vision for strong Armed Forces.
Ladies and gentlemen,
I wish you every success in today's activity,
Thank you
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Lt Gen Dimokritos Zervakis
Chief, National Guard, Republic of Cyprus

Lt. Gen. Dimokritos Zervakis prior to his appointment as Chief of the Cypriot National Guard, was, for two
years the Commander of the 1st Army/EU OHQ, Hellenic Army.
Lt. Gen. Zervakis was born in 1961, in Mochos Heraklion, Crete. He graduated from the Hellenic Military
Academy (Evelpidon) in 1983 and was commissioned as Second Lieutenant in the Artillery. He has successfully
attended the Basic and Advanced Courses of the Hellenic Artillery School along with various other military
schools including the Basic Parachutist Course. He is also a graduate of the Hellenic Army War College, the
Hellenic National Defence College, the U.S. Artillery Basic Course and the U.S. Army Command and General
Staff College.
He holds an International and European Studies Degree (Panteion University GREECE) and a Master of Arts
Degree in Strategic Studies (HULL University, UK) (Professor Colin Gray) being a member of the IISS from 1997
to 2014. Additionally, he has a Computer Analysis and Programming certificate from the Hellenic Center of
Productivity (ELKEPA).
His service record includes assignments as a battery Commander, Battalion Executive Officer and Deputy
Battalion Commander in various Artillery units and as a instructor and staff officer at the Research and
Development Department of the Hellenic Artillery School. He has commanded the 194 MLRS (as his first
Commander achieving operational capability) and the 156 Self Propelled 155mm PzH units. He has also served
from 1993 to 1994, in the UNIKOM mission in Kuwait-Iraq as a Military Observer and Personnel Staff Officer.
Serving as a staff officer in the Hellenic Military Representation to the EUMC, from 2002 to 2005, he was a
member of the one-year Hellenic Presidency in CSDP. During that period, he was the staff officer on Concept
Development and Operations, working among other on EU Common ESDP Training, Rapid Response
(Battlegroups) and Capability Development. From 2007 to 2009, he served as Director of the Chief of the
Hellenic Army General Staff Office and from 2010 to 2012, as Director of the Defence Policy Directorate of the
Hellenic National Defence General Staff. From 2012 to 2014, he commanded the 96th National Guard Brigade
Level Command (CHIOS). From 2014 to 2016 he assumed, as Major General, for 2 years the duties of Chief of
Staff of the National Guard General Staff of the Republic of Cyprus. This was followed by his posting as
Director, of the Artillery Directorate of the Hellenic Army General Staff. From 2017 and for 2 years, upon
decision of the Governmental Council for Foreign and Defense Affairs, he was the Commanding General of the
1st Hellenic Army/EU-OHQ. In 2018, he was appointed by the EU and served as Operational Commander
during the EU Hybrid Exercise Multilayer 18 (Parallel and Coordinated Exercise).
Lieutenant General Dimokritos Zervakis, has been awarded with all the Hellenic commendations and medals
provided for his duties, including Grand Commander of the Order of Honour, Grand Commander of the Order
of the Phoenix and the Medal of 1st Class Military Merit. He has also been awarded with the United Nations
Medal, the medal of the National Guard of the Republic of Cyprus, as well as the Silver Medal for National
Defense of the Defense Ministry and the Medal of the Order of the National Merit, of the French Republic.
He speaks English and French.
Lieutenant General Dimokritos Zervakis is married and has two daughters.

Welcome Address
Dr. Petros Kareklas
President of the Occupied Municipalities of Cyprus
&
Mayor of Kythrea
Excellencies, Honourable Guests, Ladies and Gentlemen!
Although my present duties and activities as Mayor of one of the occupied by turkish troops cities of Cyprus,
Kythrea, and also President of the Committee of Occupied Municipalities, do not directly coincide with your
Conference today, I gladly accepted the invitation to attend the opening of "CYPSEC 2021", having previously
held for many years the position of Permanent Secretary of the Cyprus Ministry of Defence.
During that period of my service, I always encouraged the close studying of defence and security issues for
Cyprus and the whole region and the development of activities which aimed at promoting the strengthening
of capabilities, collaborations and networking. ZOMIDEA, represented by its very active partner Vasilis
Zomenos, was since then actively engaged in this field. With great pleasure and personal interest, I still follow
related activities and encourage their continuation.
I very much welcome this year’s Conference and I congratulate the Organisers, the Sponsors and the
Participants. I am confident that it will be a very successful and productive event, after the difficult period we
went through because of the pandemic. In addition, we had to contend with the tense and challenging
situation prevailing around Cyprus. As you surely know, our imposing neighbour, namely Turkey, is acting like a
regional police officer, who ironically, doesn’t respect international law, as it is consistently undertaking a lot of
illegal activities at land and sea in Cyprus and in the whole region.
I wish you every success in your deliberations!

CYPRUS OCCUPIED MUNICIPALITIES COMMITTEE
The Turkish invasion in July 1974 violently interrupted the historical course through the ages in the northern
part of the Republic of Cyprus (RoC). During and right after the invasion, Turkey implemented its plans for
ethnic cleansing in the occupied area. It committed unspeakable international crimes as these are defined by
international law. Within a short time, almost 200.000 legitimate Greek Cypriot residents were expelled from
their homes and properties. These victims of this ethnic cleansing found refuge and employment both in the
free areas of Cyprus and overseas. Turkish Cypriots, who had lived in the now free area of the RoC, were also
victimized since Turkey forced them to settle in the occupied area; a few years later, a considerable number of
them emigrated to other countries.
Since 1974 almost 37% of the northern territory of the RoC is under occupation by turkish forces. The
occupation allows and encourages the destruction of the Greek and Christian cultural heritage by eradicating
anything that relates to the Greeks or other Christians in the occupied territories—replacement of the Greek
placenames, neglect of invaluable cultural and religious monuments, encouragement of illicit antiquities trade,
looting, destruction and in many cases demolition of religious and other monuments. Also mainland Turks
were transferred to the occupied area in order to change the demographic structure of the island.
The policy of ethnic cleansing and the general Turkification that Turkey aspires for in the occupied territory, is
aimed at the partition of Cyprus and the creation of two separate and ethnically homogeneous states. In 1983,
they illegally proclaimed a "state" which was condemned by the U.N. Security Council (Resolutions 541 and
550).
After 1974, nine displaced Municipalities have regrouped in the free areas of the RoC, have organized and
operate in a different manner, informing about the tragic consequences of the occupation, strengthening the
common consciousness through various activities, caring for preserving the memory but also of the cultural
heritage of the occupied cities and villages, etc. These 9 Municipalities are temporarily housed in Town Halls in
the free areas of the Republic of Cyprus.
www.ucm.org.cy/en/the-union/occupied-municipalities

COMMITTEE OF CYPRUS OCCUPIED MUNICIPALITIES FOR THE 2017 – 2021 MUNICIPAL MANDATE
PRESIDENT (from 12.9.2019):
Dr. Petros Kareklas
Mayor of Kythrea

Joel Best
Director, Global Military Sales & Strategy
BELL Helicopter

"Optimizing Cypriot vertical lift"

Stephan Stout
Sales Manager East & South-East Europe
DAMEN

Stephan Stout graduated from the Delft University of Technology as a naval architect. Within the Damen
Shipyards Group he started as a design engineer for several market segments, preparing vessel designs to the
customer requirements. Since a few years he has taken up the commercial responsibility for Greece and
Cyprus, frequently visiting the region.

"Latest R&D developments in ship design"

The main focus of this presentation was on the R&D activities of Damen. One of the most important
developments that Damen has done was the Axe Bow, which is an axe shaped bow. The cause for this was that
many high speed craft had to reduce speed in adverse conditions, to reduce slamming of the bow which in
effect caused high peak accelerations on both crew and the hull. As a response to this, Damen in cooperation
with the Delft University of Technology have developed the axe bow, a patented bow shape that reduces peak
accelerations due to slamming by 80%. Many coast guard vessels can now be found in and outside of Europe
that have this bow shape and it has proven to be a success. One of the main topics of today in the field of R&D
is the energy transition. Damen has already built several hybrid and LNG-fueled vessels, and have even built
fully electric ferries. Looking at the fuel roadmap, electrification cannot be applied for all markets and vessel
types. An overview was presented of potential technologies that can be applied for the product portfolio.

Noam Shultz
SHORAD Marketing & Business Development Director
RAFAEL Advanced Defense Systems

NAME
NATIONALITY
PRESENT DESIGNATION
MAIN AREA OF WORK

: Noam Shultz
: Israel
: Marketing & Business Development Director
: Short-Range Air Defense systems

EXPERIENCE 36 YEARS IN VARIOUS FIELDS.
PAST NOTABLE POSITIONS: Military service between 1982 – 2011, in the Israel Air Force, Retired with the rank
of Lt. Colonel, still serving in reserve. Many positions of planning and commanding in the areas of air defense,
command & control, air superiority and more.
ORGANISATIONS, WHERE SERVED
: Israel Air Force
NOTABLE TRAININGS
: Professional courses, Squadron commander course and graduated Air
Command and Staff Collage of USAF.
PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
: Air traffic control. Air weapon controller. Air battle manger.
EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND
: MA, University of US Air Force, 2007 BA, University of Bar Ilan, 1995

"C-UAS, Drone detection, Neutralization and Interception"
In the past several years, there is an increasing trend of security and safety incidents involving UAVs accessing
Strategic and Sensitive Facilities, violating Protected Airspace, and in some extreme cases - reaching heads of
states and conflicting with civilian air traffic in airports.
Recognizing the threat, RAFAEL harnessed its unrivaled operational experience, and the wide range of game
changing, technological solutions in the fields of C4I, Defense Systems and Weapon Systems to find a solution.
It is our understanding that only an integrative solution will be able to cope with the challenges associated
with the UAV threat and provide the required safety and security.
DRONE DOME is a C-UAS operational system providing effective airspace defense against hostile and stray
drones, integrating detection, neutralization and interception.
DRONE DOME is an end-to-end solution, providing soft and hard-kill, 360° circular coverage, with a quick
response time and a high success rate while inflicting minimal collateral damage. DRONE DOME is a modular
system which can be used as a stationary or as a mobile configuration or customized per customer's request.

Guillaume Godde
Sales Manager
KERSHIP

Guillaume GODDE, 55, studied International Marketing @ Paris Business School (ESG)
Since more than 25 years, he travels the planet to promote French naval solutions for Navies & Coast Guards.
His current Markets are European, African, Middle East and Asia.
He speaks English, German and good knowledge of Arabic

"Law enforcement at Sea, surveillance and patrol vessels"
KERSHIP offers a wide range of armed vessels (up to 95m) dedicated to law enfoercment at sea for navies,
coast-guards, customs, scientific institutions...
KERSHIP is currently conducting several major shipbuilding programs (French & foreign Navies) with associated
services including In-Service-Support (ISS).

Tassos Rozolis
President
Hellenic Manufacturers of Defense Materials Association (SEKPY)
& Managing Director, AKMON SA

Tassos Rozolis was born in Athens in 1964. He is married, with three children.
Education:
Economic University of Athens, Economic Analysis, 1982-1986
Hellenic Army, 1986-1988
Implementation of Offset Contracts (Monitoring Offset Benefits and Programs, Management of Defence
Programs)
Work Experience:
Marketing Dept. of OLS Ltd. : 1988-2000
Managing Director of AKMON S.A. since 2000
Treasurer of SEKPY (Hellenic Manufacturers of Defense Materials Association) 2010-2012
President of SEKPY since 2012 Tassos Rozolis has a 25 years experience in the Greek Defense Environment
including Defense Procurements, Offsets, Consulting, and Defense Manufacturing. Due to his involvement with
SEKPY (Hellenic Manufacturers of Defense Materials Association), he has vast knowledge of the Greek Defense
industry: MoD Legislation including OB rules and procurements Law, Greek manufacturers, their capabilities,
opportunities and problems.
Language: Fluent in English and French

"Investment in Defence Industry is Investment in Security - Sovereignty and Economic Growth"
Cyprus Defence & Homeland Security Conference is taking place at a very critical period of significant events
and developments in both the geopolitical and armaments sectors, following a decade of economic crisis that
culminated in the health crisis.
During this decade and after the 1st Cyprus Defence & Homeland Security Conference in 2011, Europe has
changed. We have a new impetus at political and strategic level to the European Security & Defence Union.
Over the last six years, Defence has become a top priority on the European Union’s political agenda.
Defence Industry constantly drives technological innovation for the benefit of sovereignty and prosperity of
Europe and its citizens. The current European initiatives can accelerate the cooperation in European Union.
The European Defence Fund (EDF) in particular can help develop Europe’s defence capabilities and its
industrial and technological base. In combination with CARD, PESCO and CDP, the EDF can make a substantial
contribution to strengthening Europe’s strategic autonomy setting incentives to organize supply chains EUwide across national borders and the establishment of a genuine European defence market.
For European industry to stay ahead in a fast-changing and global innovation race is essential to be supported
by national governments and European Commission.
SEKPY, believes that Defence Industry plays a significant role contributing to Europe’s economic prosperity.
We support EDF, because now is the crucial time to deliver a better Europe.

www.elisme.gr/en

Andreas Loizou
Lecturer & Representative
The Hellenic Institute for Strategic Studies (HEL.I.S.S.)

Andreas Loizou has graduated from the Hellenic Army Academy and as an infantry officer he graduated from
the infantry schools in Greece and France. He graduated also from the War School in Greece and the France
War School (CSEM), the French Interarmy Defense College (CID), and the National Defense School in Greece.
He obtain a DESS in Strategy and a DEA in History. Andreas Loizou resigned from the National Guard in 2013
From 2014 until 2015 and 2016 until 2021 he was a lecturer in Ledra College Cyprus and in 2015-16 was a
fellow Teacher in UCLAN Cyprus University. Andreas Loizou is the author of numerous political and scientific
articles. He has attended in numerous seminars and participated in a variety of conferences, working groups
and seminars. He working as political advisor in the Cyprus Parliament and most of his articles have been
published in the Cyprus, Greek press. Andreas Loizou is a member of the Hellenic Institute of Strategic Studies.

"Small States Defence and Security shall rise through Alliances and Armaments Coproduction"
The objective of Andreas Loizou presentation is to present how Greece and Cyprus should cooperate in the
framework of research and coproduction of hi technology armaments. This cooperation will be achieved with
their participation as subcontractors, or partners, in the armament production.
Τhe increasing sophistication of modern weapons increased the cost of developing them to the point where it
is economically impossible for states of small and medium economic power to produce itself modern
weapons.
The rapidly rising cost and complexity of modern weapons have made their development and production
prohibitively expensive for in states of small and medium economic power. International cooperation in
weapons procurement and production offers the advantage of economy, the reduction of international
economic and technological barriers.
Armaments policy is a part of the security policy and also a part in the framework of the countries diplomacy.
Countries which are cooperative in the armaments research and production, have benefits in many sectors
such as the follows:
Financial profit, Access in hi-technology research and armaments production, Upgrade and increase of their
armies’ efficiency, Increase the county’s position in the geopolitical map, Fighting unemployment,
Revitalization of private and state sector companies.
The new threats including the terrorism in the Southeast Europe and especially in the East Mediterranean,
influence positively the demands on the hi-technology armament procurements and this urge and oblige the
states to find the way to involve in the research and the coproduction of hi technology armaments.
The cooperation among small and medium states with advance technology countries in the research and the
coproduction of armaments based on the follows:
The constant political situation, The constant and healthy diplomacy, The common national interests,
Eventually the common threats, The internationally acceptable hi level technological research centers and
academic institutions, Basic industries capability to participate and cooperate in the research and the
coproduction of armaments, The participation in alliances and other international organizations, Private
companies’ expectations of financial benefits due to the increasing sales in numbers of countries.
According to Col Loizou, defense and deterrence it is a primordial National interest and it is the best asset to
assure the freedom and the prosperity and progress of a Nation. Private sector advance through the
governments initiatives and cooperation.

Cdr (HN) Nikolaos Myriounis
Standardization Manager
Hellenic National Defence General Staff, Defence

Since 2004, Lt Cdr Nikolaos Myriounis is the Standardization Manager of the Hellenic National Defence General
Staff/ Defence Planning and Programming Directorate (HNDGS/DPPD). He is the Hellenic Representative to
NATO Standardization Management Group (SMG) and the Hellenic Deputy Representative to the NATO
Committee for Standardization (CS). At national level, he is responsible for NATO Standardization Management
and the formulation of Interoperability Requirements in the Defence Planning Process. He is the custodian of
the Hellenic Armed Forces Interoperability Strategy and Guidance, the GRC MoD Defence Standardization
Ministerial Guidance, the Hellenic Armed Forces Standardization Education and Training Program and the
Hellenic Armed Forces Terminology Regulation. In 2013 he designed, led and successfully executed the
“Hellenic Armed Forces Standardization Year”, receiving the GRC CHOD’s honorable commendation. In 2015, Lt
Cdr Nikolaos Myriounis led a Drafting Team in charge for the development of the NATO Policy for
Standardization agreed by the NAC in 2016. In 2017 he led the custodial team in charge for the development
of the NATO Strategy for Enhancing Standardization, approved by the CS in August 2018. In his capacity as an
experienced defence planner, he is actively participating in the review of the Top-Down Standardization
Approach (AAP-52). In 2016, he was the co-custodian of the Action Plan on Strengthening Education and
Training on NATO Standardization, agreed by the CS in January 2017. Since then he performs the duties of the
Course Director to the NATO Standardization training modules “Drafting, Production and Maintenance of NATO
Standards” and “NATO Use of Civil Standards” conducted at NMIOTC. He is also a visitor speaker to the Master
Course “Standardization within NATO” conducted in Warsaw, providing lectures on the implementation of the
NATO Policy for Standardization. In January 2019, he was appointed as the 1st Chairman of the NATO
SMG/Education Panel (SMG/EP).
He served for 12 years in the Hellenic Fleet (Frigates Class Elli) as Weapons Engineering Officer and Fire Control
Supervisor. During this period he participated in NATO Operations “Desert Storm”, “Active Endeavour” and
“Enduring Freedom” where he was awarded with medals by NATO, UN, Saudi Arabia and Kuwait.

"Challenges for Building Up Interoperable Defence and Security Capabilities - Interoperability “By Design"
A key prerequisite for all defense planning activities is to qualify interoperable and cost-effective defense
capabilities. It is obviously a long-term endeavor which requires, the following approach:
• Development or Harmonization of Defense, Security and Industrial Strategies.
• Synchronization of national defense planning with international defense planning projects.
• Establishment of a Defense Accreditation and Certification System.
• Establishment of a mutual defense qualification acceptance system with Allies and partner nations.
• Establishment of a strong link between National SDOs, Academia, Industry and Defense and Security
Stakeholders.
• Establishment of Higher Education and Training on Defense Planning, Acquisition and Standardization.
• Application of best practice standards in defense procurement and throughout the life-cycle of the defense
equipment.
• Application of best practice standardization management policies, strategies, structures, processes and tools.

Pambos Kammas
Director of Standardisation
Cyprus Organization for Standardisation (CYS)

Director of Standardisation, Cyprus Organisation for Standardisation (CYS), elected member of the
Administrative Board of the European Organisation for Electrotechnical Standardisation (CENELEC), Head of
the Hydrocarbons CYS Team, Director-CYS Vocational Training Centre. Has served as CEN CA Member, ChairCEN Certification Board, Director-Cyprus Certification Company (CCC), Industry Officer-Cyprus Employers &
Industrial Federation (OEB). Experience of the European legal spectrum related to Standardisation, Conformity
assessment, Accreditation, Metrology, EC1025/2012 on European Standardisation. Sound knowledge of
European standardisation, and quality audit experience for EFQM levels of excellence.

"Addressing Quality in the Cyprus Defence & Security Sector"
Triangular Model of cooperation between CYS-Industry&SMEs-Ministry of Defence.
Make Cyprus Safety Authority and Armed Forces interoperable with allies and partners through
Standards. How?
1. Implement a National Defence and Security Industrial Strategy defining standardization
objectives and milestones
2. Organise it under a contemporary business model
3. Exchange competent committed staff on a permanent basis
4. Co-organise “Industry Day” with all 3 participants
5. Enhance tri-party training and exchange programmes with other more experienced countries
to gain value-added good practices
6. Actively participate in European defence & security fora and through them to specific projects
7. Establish Defence & Security Training Academy for industry, militaries, and standardisers.

Shlomo Baime
VP Marketing
MAROM DOLPHIN

Mr. Baime has served as an infantry company commander in the Israeli Defense Forces (IDF) and holds an MBA
from the Technion – Israeli Institute of Technology. With 10 years of active infantry service, carrying heavy
loads and commanding on infantry platoons and companies and 15 years of dealing with many military and
paramilitary forces around the world, he has gained experience in tactical carrying systems, from
understanding the unique needs of every specific unit to training the units on the best operational aspects.

"Advanced tactical carrying solutions: from vests and backpacks to Maneuvering Robots"
The contemporary battlefield has evolved drastically over the last 20 years, from tactical technical operating
units to tactical technological operating units. This process includes, of course, acquisition of heavy, energy
consuming equipment. This equipment must be carried by the field units and requires additional energy packs
to be carried for long operations.
Over the years, we, at Marom Dolphin, have developed and designed innovative advanced carrying solutions,
which allow the soldier to carry heavy loads safely and comfortably to and from the battlefield.
Our latest developments are the FUSION system, the PRIME system and the Wild Goose.
The FUSION system combines a detachable duty belt, a vest and various designs of heavy-load backpacks all
into one system, while transferring most of the weight from the shoulders to the waist and allowing the soldier
to operate with his arms and hands less stressed out. In the FUSION system, the backpack is attached to the
system with a special mechanism which eliminates the need for additional shoulder and waist straps.
The Micro-Fusion system was designed for use with or without hard and/or soft ballistic inserts. It also
includes a detachable duty belt, a plate carrier and a backpack frame with interchangeable packs of different
sizes.
The Wild Goose is a maneuvering robot for field units. The WG is a versatile robot, which can be used to carry
up to 150 kg as far as 25 km. on a fully charged battery. The WG has many uses to and from the battlefield as
well as during the fighting. Carrying equipment, operating documentation equipment from a distance and
medical evacuation are only some of the many operational possibilities of the Wild Goose.

Over the last 25 years, Marom Dolphin has established itself as one of the leading companies for developing,
designing, manufacturing and marketing top quality tactical textile solutions for armed forces, police units,
security services and civilians around the world.
Our tactical solutions consist of tactical vests, body armor vests, modular carrying solutions, tactical
backpacks, helmets and other accessories to deliver the best carrying solution to each and every customer.
Our management and R&D personnel have all served in the Israeli Military (the IDF) as commanders or
development officers in the Special Field Forces. Together, we are a dynamic and flexible team. Combining our
knowledge and experience, we have dedicated ourselves to developing safe, ergonomic and comfortable
solutions essential for any and all security tasks.
With our knowledge and experience, we have been able to develop and design several solutions focused on
ergonomics and comfort to the user, which we have already patented, such as:
A hinged back support for carrying backpacks over body armor vests.

●

A special side closing system for aligning the front and back parts of the vests.

●

A special adjustable back support for vests.

●

A special highly durable light-weight fabric with high abrasion resistance.

●

These features are implemented into our products to offer an ergonomic solution providing better comfort to
the user.
Our latest developments are The FUSION system, The Micro-Fusion system and The Wild Goose. Highly
innovative carrying systems for operational field forces.
Our products are battle-proven, manufactured and tested in accordance with ISO 9001:2015 international
standards as well as with the Quality Assurance standards of military forces worldwide, awarding them
worldwide recognition for their high quality and durability.

Artemis Kontou
COO
MALLOC

Artemis is the COO of the Cypriot start-up Malloc, which won the Cyprus entrepreneurship competition in
2020 and backed by Y-Combinator, IDEA Innovation Centre and the Urban Innovation Fund. Artemis holds a
PhD in Mechanical Engineering from Imperial College London where she published two patents. She has
previously worked at Shell UTC, Imperial College, Akzo Nobel and the Joint Research Centre of European
Commission. From 2018-2021 Artemis served as a Research Infrastructure Manager at the KIOS CoE,
University of Cyprus where she continues to be an affiliate associate. Artemis teaches Project Management at
the Department of Business and Public Administration of the University of Cyprus and she represents Cyprus
in the Technical Committee of the Innovation Management System family of standards of the International
Organisation of Standardisation (ISO). Artemis fosters an environment of teamwork and ensures that strategy
is clearly defined while targeting growth and maintaining morale.

"Preventing unattended data recordings and transmitions in mobile devices"
Mobile spyware is malicious software that can affect mobile devices in order to secretly monitor, record and
transmit sensitive and classified information stored on mobile phones. Spyware can be especially intrusive and
dangerous because it can allow someone to turn on the camera or microphone, take screenshots, see activity
on third party apps, and intercept, forward, or record phone calls. It is often used by "Cyber Spies" to obtain
secrets and information from individuals, competitors, rivals, groups, governments and enemies for personal,
economic, political or military advantage.
During the CYPSEC conference, the COO of Malloc, Dr. Artemis Kontou has presented examples of mobile
device threats and targeted attacks. Special mention was made of Pegasus spyware which was sold for
hundreds of millions of US dollars to governments for surveillance. Dr. Kontou mentioned that conventional
anti-spyware apps and enterprise mobile security strategies currently do not protect mobile devices from such
spyware. During the presentation, Malloc’s state-of-the art solution has been demonstrated to monitor and
prevent unattended data recordings and transmissions in mobile devices using artificial intelligence in realtime. The solution is currently being tested in Playstore (“Antistalker”) with more than 300K downloads. The
app monitors and notifies the user when and which applications secretly use the camera and microphone of
the device and informs the user on the amount of data that these applications transmit to the internet.

Nikolaos Koutras
CEO
ADDITESS

Mr Nikolaos Koutras, A ret. Colonel of the Hellenic Army, graduated from the Hellenic Army Academy on 1987,
as a Signal Officer. He also owns an MEng in Electrical Engineering (Telecommunications and Electronic
Warfare) from the Naval Postgraduate School (1999-2001), CA, USA. He has more than 12 years of
management experience and particularly in Project Management, which resulted from his assignments at the
Hellenic Army General Staff / Signal Directorate/Chief of ISR Department, 2001 - 2008. He retired in 2008 since
then worked as an associated professor of electronics – military telecommunications in the Hellenic Army
Military Academy, and as associate researcher at the Center of Security Studies of the Hellenic Ministry of
Citizen Protection on various EU funding (FP7) projects. From 2012 cooperates with ADITESS and since 2014
appointed as the Managing Director of the company.

"Additess Border & Cyber Security, software applications & RESISTO, S4ALLCITIES projects"
ADDITESS - Advanced Integrated Technology Solutions & Services Ltd is a Cyprus-based Small Medium
Enterprise (SME) established in 2011. ADDITESS is a scientific, consulting, and research company whose
purpose is to conduct theoretical and applied research and to produce studies, at a strategic and tactical level,
on issues concerning
●
Security policies
●
Border Management
●
Critical Infrastructure Protection
●
Cybersecurity
●
Transportation and Cargo Security
ADDITESS has developed state of the art applied Security Solutions both hardware or software-based in the
above-mentioned areas. ADDITESS also provides advisory, consulting and solution services to various
Government Organizations and to other Public and Private authorities in Cyprus, Europe, or Worldwide, on
these same issues.
Over the last years, ADDITESS invested in establishing the role of the company through strong participation in
22 EU R&D funded projects, FP7, Horizon 2020, and Horizon Europe frameworks, or various National R&D
proposals in the fields of Security, ICT, Aeronautics (UAVs), Communications, Transportation, and
Environment.
More recently ADDITESS has participated in EDIDP funding projects promoting with success the Cypriot
defense industrial ecosystem.
ADDITESS SW applications - products:
1/ ADDTask an incident reporting SW application for critical infrastructure protection
2/ ADDmarine a client and incident reporting SW application for maritime protection
3/ ADDC3 is a command-and-control SW application for Border Management
4/ ADDC3Mobile / vehicle a mobile Command, Control and Coordination center for i) usage of UAS systems
and ii) monitoring and responding to a crisis or security operations.
5/ ADDcsim is a cybersecurity information and data management platform in use by Cyber incident response
teams

Keynote Address of the 2nd DAY
“R&D role for Innovative and future-oriented defence solutions”
Kyriacos Kokkinos
Deputy Minister to the President of Research, Innovation & Digital Policy,
Republic of Cyprus

Distinguished guests,
It is a great pleasure to address the “Cyprus Defence & Security Conference” and share with you the significant
role of R&D and Innovation for the Defence sector, a key sector for our economy and society as a whole. I
would like to extend a warm welcome to all our guests and thank everyone for honouring us with their
presence.
(Digital Transformation)
We live in an era of accelerating technological change, where the advancement of digital technologies is
relentless. We are becoming increasingly empowered by, and dependent on advancements in digital
technology. Digital devices are becoming an integral part of everyday life and work, while new technologies
like Augmented Reality, Artificial Intelligence and Blockchain are being developed and deployed all over the
world.
The pandemic has accelerated this digital transformation. In the same way that digital technology has proved
so transformative in our private lives and to the industry and private sector, it is also changing the character of
competition, national security and conflict risk.
Regarding Defence, given the widespread availability of new technologies, opportunities arise from their rapid
adoption and exploitation through new ways of working, operating and fighting. Our digital and data networks
and devices are ever more critical in our efforts to safeguard our nation’s security, stability and prosperity,
“anytime, anyplace, anywhere” across our sea, land, air, space and cyber platforms.
(Digital Transformation in Defence)
Today’s battlespace is shaped not only by conventional weapons of war, but by a potent blend of data,
technology and innovation that forms our digital world.
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Digitalisation of Defence is about the exploitation of advanced data analytics and Artificial Intelligence and
geospatial technologies. We need to update our IT systems with consistent architecture, standards and
processes and to adapt and integrate the old with the new. Also, digitalisation of Defence will facilitate timely,
data-led decision making and will increase the speed and agility through which new digital solutions are made
available.
Data-driven, inter-connected digital systems that can integrate easily and securely both internally within the
Government and with our partners/allies are vital in order to identify and respond/react to new opportunities
and threats faster than our adversaries.
The nature of military action is changing rapidly, with armed forces needing to be ready for – and effective in –
pan-domain operations. This means connecting Defence not just across Sea, Land and Air, but also the
emerging domains of Space and, Cyber and Electromagnetic, as well as partners across Government and allies
across the world. This also demands the development of new skills, roles and culture across Defence
development and training programs and tools.
(R&D in Defence)
Defence R&D has been viewed as an important contributor to national economic growth. It represents a
significant share of most developed countries’ R&D budgets while at the same time has influenced innovation
in the broader civilian economy, for civilian use.
Research on dual-use technologies has resulted at a significant number of commercial success and examples
of major innovations in all range of economic and social activity. Products that are commonly used today have
originated within the government and later integrated into civilian life such as computers, radar, nuclear
power, semiconductors, jet engines, GPS, and the internet.
The effect of government-funded R&D on privately funded R&D is encouraged on the condition that there is a
competent R&D ecosystem which is functions within a holistic framework of financial and policy instruments
and incentives.
(Cyprus R&I Strategy – Priorities)
Cyprus recognises the importance of the research and innovation (R&I) sector as one of the key drivers for
economic growth, social prosperity and security and has made significant efforts and reforms in recent years
to enhance the R&I Governance system with outstanding results.
The R&I Strategy Framework 2019 -2023, “Innovate Cyprus” aims to cultivate R&I culture, augment research
capacity both in research infrastructures and human capital and facilitate the exploitation and
commercialisation of research results, including the scaling-up of innovative companies. Additionally, among
the priorities are the creation and enhancement of linkages between public and private research institutions,
as well as linkages between academia and research organisations with the industry, at local and international
level.
The aim of our policy is to strengthen links between research organisations and enterprises, commercialise
research results, increase intensity in research & development (R&D) activity and investments by both public
and private organisations, as well as to make all publicly funded research infrastructure accessible to the entire
ecosystem. Furthermore, our policy aims to enhance financial support to start-ups, scale-ups, SMEs,
internationalise the local research and innovation (R&I) ecosystem, develop local talent and attract talent from
abroad to work in R&I with emphasis on specific thematic areas.
Specifically, reforms and investments currently in pace are intended to:
Promote policy measures, instruments and incentives to facilitate the utilisation of research results, enhance
innovation and promote commercialisation of innovative solutions.
●

Allocate significant funds for businesses innovation and securing adequate access to funds and liquidity,
especially by small- and medium- sised enterprises (SMEs) and start-ups, in order to maintain scalability
●
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in order to maintain scalability potentials, preserve active business cycles and enhance employability.
Support start-ups and scaleups, in the form of dilutive equity investment and by the introduction of
incentives for enhancing or attracting venture capital investments in these companies.
●

Set up measures, regulation and incentives to encourage enterprises to increase their investments in R&D
and to be involved in R&I activities. Promote optimal utilisation of publicly funded research infrastructure and
support and encourage academia & business collaboration.
●

Contribute towards the green and digital transition, in particular clean, efficient production and use of
energy, waste and water management, circular economy, sustainable transport, digitalisation, research and
innovation, in order to achieve the 2030 target for greenhouse gas emissions not covered by the EU emissions
trading system.
●

(National R&I Initiatives in Defence)
In Cyprus, Defence R&I is still in its early stage but with notable and bold steps towards maturity. A niche but
highly qualified number of companies and research organisations deal with this sector as part of their core
businesses.
The knowledge, skills and the necessary infrastructure is in place and a daring ‘game plan’ for dual use
classified projects is on the making, as this sector offers great prospects for collaborations, new opportunities
and important spill-over effects on the competitiveness of the whole sector.
To this end the Research and Innovation Foundation – the main national Funding Agency for R&I - in
collaboration with the Ministry of Defence is formulating targeted funding schemes to enable the upgrade of
R&I capacity of academic institutions, research organisations, Research Centres of Excellence, as well as
companies engaged in R&D on dual use technologies.
These schemes cover topics that include, among others, critical infrastructure protection, the fight against
crime and terrorism, border security and external security, general security issues, artificial intelligence and
cyber security.
The main objectives of the funding schemes are to encourage organisations to upgrade their facilities and
acquire a security classification certificate and to provide funding to R&D projects in high TRLs (8 & 9) for the
development and deployment of dual use technologies.
Dear Friends,
The Government, recognising the pertinence of digital transition, through the Ministry of Research, Innovation
and Digital Policy, is fully committed to working closely with all stakeholders at the national, regional and EU
levels – governments, industry and academia - to set up an effective ecosystem to strengthen the national
Defence Industry and promote the collaboration with our Allies, in particular within the European Union.
With this final words, I wish every success in today's conference and I am confident that the very interesting
discussions in the margins of the Cyprus Defence and Security Conference will lay the foundations for
establishing open channels of communication for promoting synergies in the National Defence sector.
Thank you.
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Kyriacos Kokkinos
Deputy Minister to the President of Research, Innovation & Digital Policy,
Republic of Cyprus

Kyriacos Kokkinos is the Deputy Minister to the President for Research, Innovation and Digital Policy, since
March 1st 2020.
He previously served as the Chief Scientist for Research & Innovation of the Republic of Cyprus, Chairman of
the Board of Directors of the Research & Innovation Foundation and Member of the National Board of
Research & Innovation.
He is a distinguished professional with 30 years of experience in Executive Management, Technology and
Business Consulting, served at senior Executive roles in global corporations such as IBM Europe (Executive
Director & Partner) and PwC. He also served at the Board of Directors of many Organisations, including Invest
Cyprus (Cyprus Investment Promotion Agency - CIPA), the Cyprus Tourism Organisation (CTO), the Cyprus Port
Authority (CPA), and the Board of Trustees of the Cyprus Institute.
He is the recipient of numerous awards and recognitions for professional excellence, including the ‘Business
Leader of the Year Award’ 2016, by Cyprus Chamber of Commerce and the ‘Quality Leader Award 2015’ by
Cyprus Quality Association
.
His Academic qualifications include Executive MBA in Strategic Management from Henley Management
College (UK) and MSc & BSc in Electrical Engineering from New Jersey Institute of Technology (USA).

Capt (Ret) Jean-Marie Dumon
Defence and Security Director
The French Maritime Industry Association (GICAN)

Graduated twice by engineer High Schools (French Naval Academy and Advanced Technologies National High
School), naval officer since 1984, auditor at the War College and the Institute of Advanced Studies of National
Defense, Jean-Marie Dumon has held many operational, technical and management responsibilities in the
French Navy. He was involved in operations during the Iran-Iraq War, the Gulf War and the Afghan conflict. He
has embarked on numerous warships and commanded two scientific ships for distant missions and
oceanographic cooperation. He has led government commissions for ship experiments, civilian port
development projects and technical investigations after sea accidents. He has been strategic advisor to several
senior defence officials on reforms, organization, industrial affairs and innovation. At the rank of captain, he
left the service of the State to join professional organizations. First at MEDEF (first French business union), as
general secretary in charge of the liaison for defense affairs, then since 2018 as deputy director of the French
Marine Industry Association (GICAN).

"Future oriented Maritime surveillance solutions"
GICAN, the French Maritime Industry association, develops its own approach around the game-changing new
solutions for maritime surveillance. A capability brochure was launched, and French experts are working for a 2030
roadmap because many states must protect their sovereignty and all the economic sectors are concerned. In fact,
maritime transportation, renewable marine energies, fishery resources, mineral exploitation, scientific activities, and
protection of biodiversity are increasing and need to find means of monitoring and intervention. It's time to protect
resources, to fight against all pollution (hydrocarbure, plastics, sounds…), to face maritime danger, to be more
efficient against illicit or illegal activities at sea, to monitor permanent settlement at sea (offshore or cables
infrastructures) and to detect drifting objects. For that, many technologies are identified, such as:
Satellites or HAPS (High Altitude Pseudo-Satellite), Balloons (captive or not) - Advances sensors for nautical
vectors - Multipurpose platforms - Cooperative ships, platforms, radar, remote sensors - UAV, USV medium or long
endurance - AIS new generation - Automatic video treatment.
The maturity of solutions is there, and some examples can be brought.
The New Space is under development in Europe and a start-up called UNSEENLABS is now a leader in satellite Borne
RF (Radio Frequency) ELINT/SIGINT. This mono-satellite technology locates with unmatched accuracy and tracks RF
emitters to deliver an exhaustive maritime situation awareness data as a service to worldwide customers. Maritime
surveillance aerostat systems are back and give a single comprehensive solution for persistent maritime surveillance.
A European consortium with several French companies wins a Frontex agency call (CNIM, DIADES MARINE,
VENTURA) and delivers detection, reconnaissance, identification, tracking and saving legal data. The economic cost is
low and decrease per square kilometer. Coastal radars have new perspectives with Early Warning Systems based on
Over The Horizon radar technology - OTH (like CS-Group projects). It gives more than 360 km surveillance of the EEZ,
by detecting and tracking over-the-horizon 24/7. The East Mediterranean aera may be an interesting proof of
concept for that, because sea coverage and tracking capabilities in accordance. The Naval Cooperative Surveillance
(NCS) capability aims at elaborating a real time air and surface unique and high-quality tactical picture based on
sensors detections (plots) of the whole naval force. Based on a multi-sensors fusion and correlation principles (radar,
optronic…). At this time, focused against air attacks for defence scenario, the NCS capability is transposable “as it is”
to the maritime security aera and associated threats. In conclusion, maritime is facing new challenges like seabed
warfare opening new landscape of conflictuality. Numeric warfare, like AIS spoofing, or GNSS jamming needs new
strategies. Any ship is now a real “data hub”.

Dr. Panagiotis Kikiras
Head of Unit Technology and Innovation
European Defence Agency

Dr. Panagiotis Kikiras has more than 20 years of experience in computer and network engineering with strong
emphasis in IoT, wireless sensors architectures and analytics, embedded systems, wearables, cyber defence,
security and privacy and in mission critical C4ISR systems.
Prior to EDA, Panagiotis hold a number of leading positons in industry, governmental agencies and in
academia. From his tenure in governmental agencies he gained significant expertise in managing complex
European and National projects in the areas of homeland security and defense and in the design, development
and management of large scale sensor based mission critical IT Systems. In Academia he is Adj. Assoc.
Professor at the department of Computer Science of the Univ. of Thessaly in Greece, where he created, and
was the Technical Director, of the Wireless Sensor Sensing Laboratory. In industry he hold a leading
management position at a research center of a leading innovative multinational company with track record of
creating value both to customers, by delivering turnkey innovative solutions, and to research excellence by
managing a research team which created new intellectual property and scientific knowledge in terms of
patents and scientific publications.
Panagiotis has published more than 50 papers in scientific peer-reviewed journals and conferences in the
areas of IoT architectures and analytics, cyber defence, security and privacy and is a Senior Member of the
IEEE.
He is a graduate of the Hellenic Army Military Academy and holds an MSc in Management and Economics of
Communication Networks from the Univ. of Athens and an MSc and PHD in Electrical and Computer
Engineering from the National Technical University of Athens.

"A deep dive on EDA activities in AI"
Artificial intelligence is not a newcomer in the spotlight of potential technologies to attract the attention of
defence applications. However, the advances during the last years in dealing with huge data sets, both in terms
of software and its supporting computing, and the recent development of algorithms that maximize these
advances have made AI an obvious reality. Given the transformative character of AI, there is no doubt that,
from an EU defence perspective, there is a need to study the impact that AI might have as a strategic enabler
for the EU’s Common Security and Defence Policy (CSDP), especially with regard to military and civilian
missions and operations and EU capability.
The presentation focused on presenting the activities of EDA on the field and on providing key challenges and
gaps but also the opportunities for technological innovation and collaborative development of AI enable
applications.
Finally, it was presented the EDA Action plan on Artificial Intelligence including upcoming activities and
opportunities for participation for the Cypriot SMEs and research and technology organisations.

An example of the research carried out by DSRI is shown below. It concerns acoustics and aerodynamics of
swarm of drones.
The flight of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and swarms of UAVs will become increasingly present in the
environment, including urban areas. Quadcopter drones, in particular, have been witnessing a considerable
market demand during the last five years, thanks to the variety of their applications and affordable cost. As a
result, quadcopter drones have been invading new emerging sectors such as agriculture, entertainment,
energy, construction, surveillance, law enforcement, and delivery. Quadcopter drones can be of different sizes,
but the majority are small to medium. They can fly thanks to the four propellers system. The propeller system
is made of an electric motor that rotates a propeller made of multiple blades (two or more) that provide the
fuselage’s lifting force (or drone’s structure). Today, quadcopters are massively produced at low costs and in
different shapes and sizes, ranging from some centimeters to some meters.
One of the critical questions in the research and development of next-generation drones is designing silent
drones with a low sound noise level. Having quieter drones is very important for environmental noise
reduction with an impact on human health. To achieve the above, we need to advance our understanding of
noise emanating from drones and swarms.
Bird swarms that travel in a specific geometric formation have always fascinated people, such as V-shape (see
figure on the left). We have studied a swarm of quadcopter drones and their aeroacoustic noise generation
and shown that the V-shape flight formation could halve the noise in the best human hearing frequency range.

Steady state velocity field around a swarm of drones
moving at 9 m/s in the flight direction. (a) V-shape
flight formation; (b) U-shape flight formation.

Noise level prediction around a swarm of six
quadcopter drones. The V-shape flight formation emits
less noise compared to the U-shape flight formation.

Studies published by T. Dbouk and D. Drikakis, Physics of Fluids, American Institute of Physics, 2021.
https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0052505

Prof. Dimitris Drikakis, PhD
President
Defence & Security Research Institute, University of Nicosia

Prof. Dimitris Drikakis, PhD, is a university professor with a background in engineering science, computational
science, applied physics and emerging technologies. He has used his research in diverse fields such as
aerospace, biomedical, defence, energy, environment, and atomic science. He is the President of the Defence
& Security Research Institute, Vice President of Global Partnerships, and the Executive Director of Research
and Innovation at the University of Nicosia (UNIC). He is also a full professor with a joint faculty appointment
at the Medical School and School of Sciences and Engineering of UNIC. Before that, he held academic and
executive posts as Professor, Executive Dean, and Head of Department at various UK universities for 24 years.
He has also held senior educational and research positions in Germany and France. He was the winner of the
Innovator of the Year Award by the UK's Institute of Innovation and Knowledge Exchange for nanotechnology
and twice the recipient of the William Penny Fellowship by the UK's Atomic Weapons Establishment for his
research in the above fields. In 2014, he received the Technical Achievement Award at the International
Conference on Mathematical Problems in Engineering, Aerospace and Sciences. He has published over 440
papers and two books. He has an h-index 44 (Scopus) & 51 (Google Scholar), classifying him, according to a
recent publication by Stanford University, on 100,000 top scientists worldwide (corresponding to 2%
internationally). He is a Fellow of the Royal Aeronautical Society, Senior Life Member of the American Institute
of Aeronautics and Astronautics, and Life Member of the American Physical Society. He has also served on the
European Research Council as Deputy Chair and Member of Engineering.

"Artificial Intelligence in Defence and Security"
Artificial Intelligence is considered the game-changer in future defence applications, providing unprecedented
precision and efficiency and reduced cost. However, AI poses many technical challenges, taken for granted by
both experts and non-experts communities. Furthermore, it poses political and ethical challenges. Professor
Dimitris Drikakis, President of the Defence and Security Research Institute at the University of Nicosia, will
present an overview of the state-of-the-art and the associated uncertainties and risks.

DSRI’s mission is to undertake research and training activities on defence and security in collaboration with
partners in government; industry; and other academic and research centres nationally and internationally.
The institute’s mission is also fully aligned to the European Union’s action plan to invest in the common
development of technologies and equipment of strategic importance for defence capabilities.
Multidisciplinary research and development
Defence challenges need cross-disciplinary solutions from scientists, analysts and engineers. DSRI
encompasses a wide range of multidisciplinary research and training specialisms.
DSRI’s activities concern research and technology across a range of defence applications pertinent to land, air,
sea, and space capabilities, including emerging and disruptive technologies: Areas of priority include:
Advanced modelling and simulation methods:
Physics-based models
Unmanned systems
Artificial intelligence
DSRI will also undertake a continuing and thorough horizon scanning to predict technological shocks and spot
opportunities.
Dual-use science and technology
In addition to the impact of new technologies on better equipped Armed Forces and Security Forces, defence
science and technology have historically had dual-use of most of their developments, thus contributing to the
economic activity of nations, to the workforce market and to the advancement of research and
innovation. Therefore, the impact of DSRI’s work goes beyond conventional military technology enhancement.
Training
As a research-led institute, DSRI’s training is intrinsically linked to the state-of-the-art methods and techniques
pertinent to the defence and security sectors. The educational provision covers Master and professional
training programs, including distance learning options.
DSRI has full access to the infrastructure offered by the University of Nicosia to facilitate research activities,
meetings, and result dissemination, with its state-of-the-art laboratories, conference rooms, and a
publications centre. The university’s physical infrastructure includes a large number of amphitheatres,
classrooms, and laboratories. The university’s library includes more than 130,000 books and 800 print journals
and provides very extensive access to e-books, e-databases, and e-journal resources.
The Institute draws capabilities and expertise from across the UNIC’s Schools and Departments, as well as
from UNIC’s international strategic partnerships. The members of DSRI have extensive experience in preparing
and executing research projects funded by the European Union, government, international funding agencies
and the private sector.

Angelos Evangelou
Postdoctoral Researcher
Powder Technology Laboratory, University of Cyprus

Dr. Angelos Evangelou holds an MEng (Hons) in Mechanical Engineering from the University of Bath and a PhD
in Materials Engineering from the University of Southampton. His PhD work focused on experimental
determination of the fatigue-oxidation interactions in turbine blade materials and was sponsored by E.ON
Technologies. Following his PhD he has continued to work at the University of Southampton as a Post-doctoral
researcher investigating fatigue and overload induced crack propagation in turbine blades with EDF Power and
processing of recycled polymer based composites for the production of structural materials in collaboration
with the University of Kenya.
Before joining the University of Cyprus, he worked in the industry as an R&D Engineer on the development of
advanced composite materials. In 2019, he joined the Powder Technology lab at UCY as a researcher to set up
the first metallic AM laboratory in Cyprus alongside Dr. Kyratsi. The work at ADD HUB focuses on investigating
the processing and structural integrity of 3D printed metal matrix composites. His research interests focus on
investigating the micro-mechanisms of failure in structural materials with a particular focus on the effects of
external service conditions (e.g. corrosion, temperature, loading profile etc.).

"Addtive Manufacturing of Metals in the context of the Defense Industry-An overview"
Additive Manufacturing (AM) is one of the key enabling technologies identified by the European Commission
as drivers for Industry 4.0 with the capability of disrupting current supply chains across industries. As opposed
to traditional, subtractive processes, AM uses a 3D model to produce components layer by layer with minimal
material waste. Today several materials including, steels, aluminium and titanium alloys can be process via
AM through a variety of techniques such as Selective Laser Melting (SLM), Laser Metal Deposition (LMD) and
Wire Arc Additive Manufacturing (WAAM). These techniques all share the same attributes of AM and find uses
in different applications depending on production volume, part complexity and cost.
The benefits of metal AM are directly applicable to the defence industry and arise from the following key
attributes: 1) freedom of design, 2) freedom of materials, 3) accelerated time to market and 4) delocalised
production. Having the capability to produce tailored components on demand and next to the point of use
makes AM a game changer in the Defence Support Service sector.
ADD HUB, at the University of Cyprus, comprises the first metallic AM facility in Cyprus and aims to harness
the benefits of the technology for the benefit of the local Industry. ADD HUB specialises in the development of
bespoke composite materials for SLM as well as on the design, optimisation and production of small batch
tailored components.

Theodoros Nikolovgenis
Associate
DEFENCE ReDEFiNED (Media Partner)

Coming from the area of the Holy City of Messolonghi and born in Athens where I lived and grew up, I entered
the Hellenic Military Academy from where I graduated successfully. I was selected for the Special Forces of the
Army, which I served with passion. I retired with the rank of Captain. Despite my demobilization, I continue to
serve the Armed Forces and the Country, through my writings on websites of the Defence area. The pinnier of
this effort is the creation of our own website. I am married to Mrs. C.O. who comes from the enslaved
Famagusta with whom I had three children.

"Military Logistics: The Cyprus case study"
1. Military Logistics:
a. Definitions and compare with Commercial Logistics
b. Importance of Military Logistics.
2. The Island of Cyprus
Using the tool of systemic geopolitical analysis of Professor Ioannis Mazis.
a. Definitions of Geopolitical analysis.
b. The geopolitical importance of Cyprus
3. So what can Cyprus offer in the field of Military Logistics?
a. Facilities - Infrastructure
(1) Airports
(2) Ports
(3) Facilities of Logistics Centers
a. Logistics software programs - Use of artificial intelligence
b. Trained and experienced Logisticians
c. The future
4. Epilogue:
The Republic of Cyprus can therefore seriously and effectively support all Peace and Security actions on behalf
of the Western Collective Security Systems (NATO, OECD, EU, etc.). It can also be a geopolitical center of
strategic depth to curb aggression against Israel and Egypt given the delicate balances that exist and will
increase in the region due to the reflections of the recently concluded AUKUS Agreement in the Pacific Ocean.

Professor Dr. Marios Panagiotis Efthymiopoulos
CEO of Strategy International (SI) Ltd

Dr. Efthymiopoulos is an Associate professor of International Security and Strategy. He is
Dean of the College of Security and Global Studies, at the American University in the
Emirates. Former professional positions include among others, the Emirates Center for
Strategic Studies and Research (ECSSR) in Abu Dhabi, where he worked as an expert in both
analysis and research in military affairs, but also operational training on research. He has
been a member of the Geostrategic Council of Cyprus, as advisory to the President of
Cyprus.
Dr. Efthymiopoulos is founder and CEO of Strategy International (SI) Ltd Cyprus and
member of the South-East Observatory for The Mediterranean (PEMAS) in Greece.
Other former professional and scientific positions include the Harriman Institute, of
Columbia University in New York, Johns Hopkins University Center for Transatlantic
Relations, George Washington University Business School and European Center, the
Woodrow Wilson Center for International Scholars, in Washington DC USA. An Affiliation
with South Florida University in the USA and Senior visiting fellow at University of Central
Lancashire, Law School, Cyprus. Dr. Efthymiopoulos, has authored numerous books in
English and Greek, co-edited books, scientific articles (English/Greek ) Opinion and
academic chapter analyses which are also SCOPUS based. His upcoming book is titled:
“Falkon’s Maze on Cyber-Security”, with an expected date of publication within 2022, by
Springer USA.

Future Forecasting - Statecraft - Strategy - Collaboration – Communication

Strategy International (SI) Ltd, is a global scientific, research and consulting company.
Specialized in policy, statecraft, communication, political campaigning and training among
others. Its offices are located in Nicosia Cyprus; a world business hub in the Southeastern
Tip of the European Union area and the Mediterranean region.
Strategy International is a company that thinks. It is a leading think tank. It is a consulting
firm with a global perspective. It is a scientifically, research, industry and innovation driven
company. Its designation as a leading company in its field of specialization, derives from the
need to seek out solutions for national, regional and global political, economic,
technological and defense among others, affairs, as they progress while the changing
geopolitical landscape is evident.

MEDIA PARTNERS

* ArmyNow.gr
Armynow.gr is the first Greek defense portal, dedicated to giving the very best of defense news.
Founded in 2017 by NGC S.A. in cooperation with journalists and developers, has come a long way from its
beginnings, so that it offers competitive differentiator on defense matters.
We deliver news and breaking analysis, on the topics and trends that are defining the defense and security.
We publish daily news through feed technology from the most popular Greek defense sites, reassessing the
feeds and publications regularly to keep standards high.
In addition to the news feeds, we provide links to every domain of defense interest and we are also a highlevel, highly visible opinion destination. Our staff provides analysis of the hottest news events of the day and
in-depth stories shining a critical light on the world’s defense and security landscape.
More information: www.armynow.gr

* EPICOS
EPICOS is the leading Global B2B (Business-to-Business) information platform for the Aerospace, Defence and
High Technology (ADHT) Industries, and the only global offset and industrial cooperation consultancy and
service provider. EPICOS offers Intelligence, Solutions and Support Services on Industrial Cooperation and
Offsets world-wide.
Since its establishment in 2000, Epicos.com has been a reliable source of business intelligence for the A&D
(Aerospace & Defence) Industry, with a growing access to international markets and customers. Currently,
EPICOS is recognized by the majority of A&D companies, as well as other high technology organizations, as a
reliable source of information on developments in the A&D market, but also as a competent authority with
access to invaluable information on the global A&D industry and its capabilities, national Offsets and Industrial
Cooperation regulations/frameworks world-wide, as well as highly customised databases of industry,
procurement opportunities and industrial cooperation/offset projects developed over the years.
More information: www.epicos.com

* Actualidad Maritima y Portaria
From Daily Offer of jobs into the maritime, port and logistics sectors, News, Vessels, Companies, Ports,
Customs, Events …
Oferta diaria de empleos en los sectores marítimo-portuario y logístico, Noticias, Buques, Empresas, Puertos,
Aduanas, Eventos …
More information: www.actualidadmp.com

* Ptisidiastima.com
The website ptisidiastima.com was established in 2016. The website comprises of various topics related to
aerospace and defense issues, geopolitics, analysis, with a wide variety of primary materials. Since then, the
number of has significantly increased. Today, the website ranks 68th in Alexa’s ranking in Greece (and is
constantly growing). Ptisidiastima.com covers a wide range of topics, with an emphasis on defense, having
succeeded in attracting a very important and demanding group of readers. Through our website, we offer high
quality content, which is the main reason that we won the trust of our readers. Due to our dynamic online
presence, as well as our remarkable influence on social networks, Ptisidiastima.com has become a point of
reference in terms of defense, security, foreign policy, space, technology, science and current affairs, with everincreasing readability.
More information: www.ptisidiastima.com

* Navaldefence.gr
Navaldefence.gr, established in 2016, is this only site in Greece dedicated on naval matters with a special
interest in developments in Mediterranean/NATO navies, covering technology, weaponry, intelligence,
procurements, fleet structure and relevant policies. The site belongs to the Ptisi (Flight) Media Group which
includes PTISI magazine, published since 1979 with the largest circulation in Greece, and
www.ptisidiastima.com, the leading defense site in the country.
More information: https://navaldefence.gr

* Aviation & Defence Universe
Aviation & Defence Universe is a specialist news and information website. It covers the armed forces,
homeland security, aerospace & defence industry, civil aviation and international relations.
ADU is knowledge and media partners to various conferences and seminars organized in and out of India,
dealing with aviation, defence, homeland security, industry, research & development and civil aviation.
Blitzkrieg coverage of air-shows, land & naval-shows, exhibitions, seminars, conferences, workshops in both
India and abroad, is its aim. Special sections on special days, about specific armament, equipment,
technologies, institutions, organizations, armed forces and related subjects, will always be its endeavor. And of
course regular coverage in all formats, be it interviews, features, reports, by-lined articles and editorials both
signed and unsigned, is our pursuit.
Adhering to our catch line - We just report facts, we don’t change them- ADU has always aimed at journalism
at its ethical best. For a global reach we have our Bureaus headed by Bureau chiefs in US, Canada, Europe,
Middle East and Asia-Pacific. These offices keep us updated for the news emanating from their regions.
More information: www.aviation-defence-universe.com

* Defence-point.gr
"Defence-point.gr" is a web-site specializing in Hellenic and International defence and security developments
at the news and the analytical level. It also covers foreign policy, international relations and energy
developments for its audience. An English "DP" (defence-point.com) is being developed, while "historypoint.gr" is specializing in general history. These web-sites belong to AEGIS Publishing based in Athens, Greece.
More information: www.defence-point.gr

* Homeland Security Research -HSRC
HSRC is a Market Research company with a focus on Homeland Security, Public Safety and Defense Markets
More information: www.homelandsecurityresearch.com

* DEFENCE ReDEFiNED
DEFENCE ReDEFiNED is the first Cypriot Portal with news on Defence, Security and International Relations both
in Greek and English languages.
Our dynamic team of reporters, marketers and experts in various fields aims in presenting quality content with
reliability and creativity.
More information: www.defenceredefined.com.cy

